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11ft4VI- lfd®lP.11.111411= i®lttl®®l!:1'
AT ST. CLOUD, .MINN .
... . ,_
Sustained by the State for the Training of Its Teachers.
COURSES OF STUDY.
1. An Advanced Course, extending through five years.
2. An Elementary Course, extendinJir through three years.
1. Elementary Course, one year.
3. Graduate Courses 2. Advaneed Course, two years.
3. Kindergarten Course, one year.

l

The Diploma of either course is a State Certificate of qualification of the First Grade,
good for two years. At the expiration of two years, the Diploma may be endorsed, making it
a certificate of qualification of the first grade, good for five years if an Elementary diploma,
or a Permanent Certificate if an Advanced diploma.
The demand for trained teachers in Minnesota greatly exceeds the supply. The best of
the graduates readily obtain positions at good salaries.

ADMISSION.
Graduates of High Schools and Colleges are admitted to the Graduate Courses without
examination. Applicants holding a second-grade county certificate are admitted to the Cclass
without examination. Applicants who do not hold a second-grade certificate must be fifteen
years of age at their nearest birthday, and to be admitted must pass a creditable examination
in Orthography, Reading, Grammar and Language, the general Geography of the world, and
Arithmetic equivalent to the demands for a second-grade certificate in these subjects. All the
advantages of the school are FREE to those who pledge themselves to teach two years ia the
public schools of the state.

EXPENSE OF LIVING IS VERY MODER.ATE.
Living at the Ladies' Home, including furnished room, heat, light and table board, is $3.50
per week. Board in private families may be had at rates ranging from $2.50 to $4 per week.
Excellent opportunities are offered for self-boarding.
Catalogues, giving full information, are mailed free to any address. Any questions will
receive prompt attention. Address the President,

0-EO. R. KLEEEEHO-EH,
St. Cloud, Minn.

D

=R.=T.=A=.=PA=-TT_ISO_N, ·
DE:NTIST.
-+

Over M.;-rchants l',atlnnol Bank,

Dr. J. H. BEATY,
t{on;ieopatl}ic Pl}ysidat,> at]d Surgeon.
OFFICE: . . Corner Filth ave. and First St. South.
Hours, 10 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 and 7 to 8 p. m.
Residence, 400 Filth ave. S. Telephone 14-2.
-WILL BE THE-

"-.___
!fft_e_ndi_i6_1.____/
McClure Block, 15th Ave. South,
Office hours from 9 a. m. to s p. m, ,;;::,.. .,;;::,..

PIONEER MEAT MARKET,
JAKE TROSSEN, Prop.

Teachers' Favorite Line
-TO THE-

The Many Points Reached by

This Magnificently Equipped Railway

.......

PULLMANSTANDARDAND COMPARTMENT SLEEPERS .
RECLINING CHAIR CARS (Seats
Free.)
•

I

....

I
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For tickets, maps, time tables, rates
and any information apply to your
nearest railroad ticket agent.
OR TO

Orders Promptly Attended to.
Telephone 4:'i'-2
123 Fifth .Ave. S.
BE~lJ.l ClUlF~ 81[ J4E7ll}[, lJ.lJUl BE~!}[ J17IJ4~,
;11]\ID l}[J{E BE~!}[ 8}[ EVEIO'l.l!Jllj\IG
in the meat line can be obtained at

KILIAN & CO.'S MEAT MARKET,
116 5th .Avenue South.

J, R. HASTINGS,

General Supt.,
St. Paul, Minn.

GEO. P. LYMANN,
Gen. Pass. Agent,
St, Paul, Minn.

W. S. ELLIDTTJ

lYle.1."c:b0:IJf Sf0:il01" , , , ,
'1IJJ @e.I_Jf' s Rul"I_Jisbe.:r-.
17 5th Ave. South.------....

6-, S, BRIGHAM,

A. C. CLINE &. BRO.,

~~,\.e\.u.'i\.- - u.,~~ - '8\wg.~o'i\.,

-DEALER IN-

Musical Merchandise, High Grade
Offic~, 27 _5th Ave. South.
Pianos and Organs.
Residence, 424 3d Ave. South. Sheet 1'Iusic and Stringed In struments.
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WALBRIDCE & PONTIUS,
PROPRIETORS OF

-.- BAR.BER SHOP -.And . Bath Rooms,

When 1n Need of

·if

rC55C\

:SOOTS.,

S:S:OES and.
B"'O'"EEEBS.,
Do not forget to call o~

Under Grand Central Hotel.
!EiirLadies' Haircutting and Shampooing~

• •

~~~17~

J. W. ,WOLTER,

**

• •

the Cheapest Shoe man in the city.
614 St. Germain Street.

'.also a great line of Uennts Sboes.
STOP AT THE

MINNESOTA HOUSE.

'SWEETEN YOUR LIFE,
and make your little ones
happy by buying

FII\IE FRESH CAN.DIES, *
* AND CHOICE FRUITS,
A-II kinds of

... •Tobaccos al)d Cigars -AT-

FUFFBR.OS ....
No. 607 St. Germain St., and Corner 5th Ave. and
lat Street South., O~ posite Wesl>•Hotel.

Deutsches Gast;undfKosthaus.

CEO. H. OVERBECK, Prop.
Rates: $1 per day or $3.50 to $5 per week. Special
rates by the month 'made on application.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
ST. OLOUD~ ¥INN.

CAPITAL, ' -

J. C. BDEJJIJ, m.
\

D.

$100,000

All Business Connected with General Bank:
ing will Receive Prqmpt Attention.

519 St. Germain Street.
Ofllce hours ·.

DIRECTORS.
OFFICERS •
11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m., 2 to 4 in the · H. P, Bell, L. W. Collins, .r. G. SMITH, President.
W.l'owell, W. B. Mitch- L. w·. COLLINS, Vice-Pres.
afternoon, 7 to 8 evening.
ell, .Tohu Cooper, L. Ed. SMI'l'H,.Cashler.
Clark, .Tobu Zapp,.Tohn E. F.. CLARK, Asst. Cashier.
Ben•en, .r. G. Smith.

BOWif'tG ..

e~os.,

ND

handle a full line of

Kennedy's - Crackers - and - Cakes.
These are the Best Goods on the Murket.

CAMPHELL GREE~HOUSE.
I

~

I

Cut Flowers .L\lways on Hand.
Funeral and Wedding Designs Made.
Corner Third. avenue and 3½ Street South.

A

GRAND CENTRAL
WEST ttOTEL5.

t{EA.TEO WITt{ STEA.fJ.(.
·
uIGt{TEO WITt{ EuECT~ICITV.
Anyo_ne wanting comfortable rooms at
either hotel, with or without board, satisfaction, prices and accommodation guaranteed.
Special prices made to clergymen, teachers in
public schools and students at Normal.

D, S, HAYWARDJ
PROPRIETOR,

THE NOR.MALIA.

B 'U.Ultse man will quickl~ $ei3e
an opportunity like this. You will realize that a large store like ours at the
close of a busy seascn finds it necessary t:o get rid of odds and ends.

ttbe ttime ts 'Row bere.
We are running a Clearing Si;i.le. Prices are lower than ever. See our Bargains in ©\?ercoats, Suits, bats, a:aps, <Iilo\?es, i!ln{)erwear, etc., at
1
prices that will please you.
We Court Inspection,

...e-...,;.__METZROTH BROS., Reliable Ulothiers.
~~~

Oualityl

Is not the first consideration, but quality ranks
ahead of everything in my

;J}

Hi9t, Grade · Confections.
They are pure ;they are unexcelled. The price is .
consistent with the quality. We solicit your
patronage

NJ..

tyJ. COLBEJ,Tt

Opera Confectionery.
~~ ~

Merchants :-: National :-: Bank
IP YOUR WATCH NEEDS

OF ST. CLOUD, MINN.

Banking in all its Branches.
-:Interest paid upon Time Deposits.

In Our !Snving,.;. D..,part1nent;.
Deposits received in sums of $1.00 and upwarils. Interest
allowed upon sum; of $5,00 and upwards.

TIMOTHY FOLEY,
President.
R. B. :BROWER,
2nd Vice-President.

C. M. HERTIG,
·
Vice-President.
0. Fl. HA VlLL,
Cashier.

-=----0
REPAIRING~
-~
,.: E;DWIN.(JP. LONG.
TAKE ITTO

,

~

IT"bristmas /'T%1'ft-s.

See our choice line of gifts before you go home for Xmas.
""'
~
We have a line that will please anyone for Christmas
Selections. For school use: Household Edition of Whitter's Poems for $1 05. Choice line of
standard books-handsome editions-for 20c, 35c, 45c and 60c each. Nothing better than a
book for Xmas.
•
AT~OOD BLOCK.
519 ST. GERMAIN ST.

Atwood's Book Store.

~toJ~~~pwber
~rices to Stut'!ents.

'vV e have a new set of
six elegant Headgrounds; see them
in our latest Platinos . . . . . .
701

St. Germain _st.

1

NO
VOLUME VI I.

ST. CLOUD, MINN., JANUARY, 1898.

Edltor-lli-Chlef.. .•........ ...... ........ ..... .... W . J. Marquis.
Associate Edltor.. ........ ..... ............ P. M. Magnusson.
Child-Study ................... ................ Isabel Lawrence.
Alumni ............ ... .......................... Winifred Ke nedy.
Locals ............. .... ....... . , ..... .... ...... •...... .... .. Edna R ich
Societies ................ ..................... ... .. G. A. Stannard•
Bus iness Manager .. ....... ..... .....

•····•{t·. tv.c8~f~g:1t

Published monthly during the school year at the
State Normal school at St. Cloud.
Entered at the post office at 5t. Cloud as second
clue mall matter, 1895.

Subscription, so Cts. a Ye·a :r.
Single Copies, 10 Cents.

NOTICE.
Subscrz·bers will receive the NormaNa
until notice of discontinuance is gz"ven
and all arrearages are paid.
A blue mark here (
) means that
your subscription has expz"red.
Character Building,
BY P. M. MAGNUSSON.

The N ORMALIA would like to start a
discussion on the above subject among
its readers. No question could very
well be of greater importance to the
teachers and to humanity; and from
what was said at our 'State Association
it seems that the teachers of Minnesota
at least are awake to their responsi-

NUMBER

4.

bility of teaching "manners and
morals." ,
But of all mistaken notions on the
subject none · seems to us more mischievous than the proposition to have
a text book in morals and to set aside
a certain period of school time for the
express purpose of teaching morals.
It seems late in the day to protest
against a pedagogical fallacy that by
common consent has b'een dead for a
generation; but it seems that Minnesota· needs the protest.
First, then, manners and morals are
not primarily an intellectual affair at
all. They are practical. Manners and
morals are actions, not primarily notio•ns.
There are ideas connected
with the actions, to be sure; but the
stuffing of the intellect with moral
maxims does not change the will. On
the contrary a moral maxim that c;omes
dry and cold from th e text book, however philosophically correct, .is sure to.
awaken repug nance to itself in the
bosom of the learner. . And rightly;
for it is a corpse only, preserved in
the alcohol of syllogisms for purposes.
of dissection, and has no warmth · and
life of emotion and impulse. Just as
well might you try to imbue your·
pupil with a love for the "human form
divine" by showing him the horrid
remains of the dissection table . It ·has
been well said that one reason for the
wickedness of the generation is the
fact that in youth it filled copy books.

.

'
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with moral maxims and got so
thoroughly bored by the platitudes of
morality that it determined to try the
opposite.
, Instructions in ethics, to do any
good, must be indirect-or rather it
must be a direct influence on that
which mosts needs influencing, the
emotions, the impulses, habits, the
ideals, the will, and then it will influence the intellect only indirectly.
The history and fiction read by the
child shuuld have the true moral perspective, and should be transfused
with a deep and living human sympathy and courage, as for example are
the writings of Carlyle, Ruskin, Dickens, Lowell and Whittier.' The teacher should have a heart large enough
and loving enough to glow in response
to the generous warmth of humanity
found in such authors.
But the one
(hing necessary is a good sized soul · in
the teacher. If she is broad-minded
and fair-minded and lofty-minded and
sympathetic-in short, large-souledin the every-day trifles and trials ·of
school life, she herself becomes a textbook in ethics to her pupils, and a
text-book that succeeds.
Character-building may roughly be
divided-into habit-building and idealbuilding. Habits are formed by practice, ,not by preaching. No beautifully
subdivided and paragraphed text will
ever teach a_ habit. Not the · learned
book but the deed, the deed, the deed,
is the one thing needful for good
habits. As for the formation of lofty
icl eals, be it simply observed that the
narrow path to noble aspirations leads
ever through the land of hero-worship.
Only when your pupil is filled with
reverent admiration for some actual
concrete personality is · he morally
saved. ,No syllogisms set fire to the
human heart. Dry formulas can no

more inspire living nobility into a
child, than a text-book on physiology,
however correct, could have raised
Lazarus.
If any of the local reporters find that
they cannot continue their work as
such, will they kindly inform the local
editor, so that new appointments may
be made. The position does not offer
any great pecuniary reward, but the
practice is good for, you, and you
should have an interest in the school
paper. We look for some hustling f~r
the February number.
It has ,l;>een the endeavor of the editorial staff of the NoRMALIA to make
th'e paper interesting and helpful both
to students and to graduates · now engaged in teaching. Thus far we have
reason to believe that our efforts have
met with success. The ' business manager has run up a good subscription
list, and considerable interest is manifested in all quarters. It will be our
aim to do even better during the re:
mainder of the school year. We look
to the studen.ts and faculty for assistance. If you have a worthy paper in
any · subject let us publish it so that
others may receive the benefit. We
shall be pleased to have articles from
members of the Alunini. Let us hear
from you. We want an interchange of
thought.

The Xmas holidays are over. Half
the school year has already gone. Can
we look back over the past few months
and say, "we are satisfied; we have
made the best use of our time?" If not,
what then is our duty? We cannot
hope to entirely make up for wasted
time, but we c~n put forth greater efforts th~ coming half, and allow no
golden moments to be lost. Our pro-

THE NORMALIA.

grams are not so heavy but that we
may with a proper observance of study
hours, successfully cope with our work.
If you have no system in the preparation of your lessons, then we would
say, i;et some system at once. Make
out a study program and follow it. In
this way much more work, can be ac·
complished and with less worry.

5

Mahomet, the greatest Arabian
prophet that ever lived, the renowned
founder of Islam, was born in Mecca,
570 A. D. His father, famous for his
beauty, culture and wisdom, died soon
aft er with this kindly paternal thought
weighing uneasily upon his mind:
"Faithful watchers in the stars, who will
care for, lead and direct this little
\
one?" And as the full force of his
painful
situation breaks upon him he
Mohammedanism.
cries, •; Holy watchers, could I but
bequeath intact to him my little store
BY ANEILE WATSON.
We, as nineteenth century christian of knowiedge then would I die easier."
people, are prone to regard Mahomet When Mahomet was six years old his
in the:: light of a false prophet-one mother, a woman of beauty and
who eloquently preached his own strength of character, died and the
thoughts and principles, instead of little orphan was cared for by his
paternal uncle. He was kindly treat·
Christ's, to a benighted people.
But how happens it that we are pos- ed, but shared the hardships of a
sessors of such a belief? With many numerous and very poor family. For
it doubtless sprang from ignorance a time he herded sheep and gathered
and 'prejudice on their part. Others wild berri es in the desert, but the
have read one particular author on the' fortunes of t4e . family taking a more
subject and agreed with him perfectly favorable turn, his uncle Abu Thaleb
and unquestioningly when he de- being employed to tr~vel from place
nounced Mahomet as a wily old heathen to place, Mahomet was given the
prince, who, centuries ago, succeeded opportunity for obtaining a . training in
in winning people to his standard with commerce andI the pleasure of se·e ing
the result, that today, millions of God's the great oriental fairs of Syria and
creatures are plunged into that most Arabia.
Mahomet, it must be admitted, had
wretched of human ,evils--~ false renone of that artificial book-learning
ligion.
Agreeing with the second class in which is now-a-day considere·d so
that one author should be read thor- essential to refined and cultured deoughly, we go further and maintain velopment but, nevertheless, he was
that in order to gain an opinion -just well versed and thoroughly grounded
and ?Ccurate, it is necessary to read _ in nature's great, ever interesting book
other authors carefully, to consider and which broadened, elevated and train·ponder the matter well, looking at it ed his kindly, sympathatic nature. He
from as broad and liberal a standpoint was a genuine man; not a Divinity but
as possible.
a divinely inspired worker I for his
Let us read Carlyle on this 'subject Master. When twenty-five y ears of
and weigh well his sincere belief as to age, Mahomet married Kadijah, a ·rich
who this much-abused Mahomet really and noble widow who 'had previously
was and what the religion established had occasion to test his veracity and
by him does for its faithful followers. fidelity innumerable times.
)

I

-

I
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Of their several children, Fatima
became the most tamous.
During
these years, Mahomet had met and
becoi;ne acquainted with a cousin of
his wife's, Waraka Z. Na:nfal, by name,
who belonged to a sect Hanifs-penitents. Their great desire was to reform tlreir religion, to make j t a much
purer an~ better one.
Mahomet's
grand purpose, his great ruling passion
in life nc;>w became to persuade others
to believe in what he had found out,that there is one God in and over alland to induce them to forsake their
idols and to turn to him . But he was
regarded as a scheming Impositor.
Had he nqt been th ~ truest of the true,
could he ever have persuaded those
gifted Arabs to believe differently?
He wa,s now in "the fortieth year and
he realized clearly the great work before him. With the thought, "not what
I have but what I do is my kingdom,"
this master soul of unselfishness went
bravely to his great task. First Kadijah was told and she listened to him
with wonder, then delight. Boundless
was Mohamet's gratitude when she
an we red him; "Yes, thi:j is true that
•you tell me." How it strengthened
him to know that another soul believed
the struggling word which he had endeavored to speak. Never could he
forget this good Kadijah. Long afterwards when his brilliant young wife
Ayesha asked him if she did not excel Kadijah, he answered, "No, by
Allah. She believed in me when
none
I
,
else would believe. In this whole
world I had but one friend, and she
was that!"
In three years he had gained but
thirteen followers. But his was the
strong soul; he would persevere persist
in spite of hindrances, discouragements
and
imp'Ossibilities.
Friendless,
forced to escape in disguise, hunted,
I

yet Mahomet never gave up; he felt
within a mighty impulse of right which
held him steadily to his great work.
During the thirteenth year of his
mission he was forced to flee from
Mecca to Yathreb as he was being
watched .by a party of armed men each
seeking an opportunity to take his life,
The whole Orient dates its era from
this flight, Hegira, which is 622 of our
era, the fifty-third of Mohamet's life.
Having tried µreaching and persuasion without much succ~ss, he decided
to propagate his religion by the sword.
Warfares and struggles ensued and
it was during these that Mahomet dictate'd his sacred book, the Koran. All
Moslems read it daily and walk in the
light of its truth. It is a book from a
sincere heart and will, theretore reach
other hearts. The grand poetic insight of this book is something marvelous.
In Y athreb, the prophet, for the sake
of extending his religion, became kin~
and priest. Possessing great influence
in this position, he succeeded in spreading the faith of Islam over so large a
part of the world that twelve long
centuries have not succeeded in crippling its power.
After many successful battles Mahomet as conqueror of a number ot
Jewish and Arabian tribes, marched
victorious into Mecca and was hailed
as prince and prophet. He showed great
magnanimity toward his former enemies, but decreed that no infidel
should enter the 'holy city. Many
idols were destroyed and the Caabah
purified. The new religion was rapidly
spreading when Mahomet, who was rega~ded by some of his followers as immortal, became ill with fever and after
two weeks of suffering died at Medina,
being in his sixty-third year. His

THE NORMALIA.
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Forests and Rainfall.
faithful foHowers buried him in a tomb
on the spot where he died.
More than a _thousand years have
w. H . MACCRAKEN.
passed since Mahomet's humbLe b urial
A great deal has been said and writ-:
and today hundreds.. of qiissionaries · ten in the past, concerning the connecare trying to win over Mohammedans tion existing between forests and rainto Christianity. The great question . fall, and it seems to have become al..,
with these pusy workers is, "How can most an article of faith in our common
this best be accomplished?" Accord- schools, to suppose that the trees are
ing to some missionary reports, the
writers evidently th.i'nk that it is easier capable of vastly increasing the amouo.t
of precipitation on a given area.
to tonvert a heathen to christianity
This is probably due to the fact that
than a Mohammedan. . But is this true?
If true, then it may well be saicl that regions of excernive ,r ainfall, are almost
Mahomet lived in vain-not only that certain to be heavily forested when left
-but he was a detriment to the spirit- in an undisturbed condition.'
The question is a somewhat difficult
ual welfare of millions.
These Mohammedans believe fully one to discuss on account of our rathtr
in the great Arabian prophet. This limited knowledge of soil physics;
is a plain fact which must be dealt with moreover it reminds one of the crimcarefully and tactfully if success is de- inal code in some semi-civilized counsired. It stands to reason that they tries, where the prisoner is always pre are not to be won by being asked to
sumedly guilty until' he is proven innogive up their native faith for another
cent.
Certainly it 1s far more difficult
which to us is grander and much more
to
disprove
what has beco,me current
sublime, but so wholly unknown to
opinion, than it is to secure the acceptthem.
Why not use what they already be- ance of an utterly new and unsuspected
lieve as a foundation to something discovery.
Let us. consider briefly thP. problem higher-thus going from the known to
the great unknown?
with which we have to deal.
Before any really tangible results
In reading evidence from a var:ety
can be obtained thes e earnest workers of sources, we find such statements as
must give Mahomet the homage which these, frequently occurnng:
is due him. It appears that much
"Forests both add to, and dimuiish
good may be done by pointing out
the amount of moisture in the air."
how Mohammedism resembles chris"The air in a forest is always cool,
tianity, not by dwelling on the dogand
consequently the forest chills the
mas of the latter but on its morality.
Mahomet has, heretofore, been their air passing over it, and causes precipjideal but those faithful missionaries tation."
"The forest shades the ground and
desire to aro1.1se the feeling that a more
perfect one is needed. There are consequently checks evaporation."
never dying truths in their religion
Such statements as these , can only
which must be accepted-they are come fr:@m the fact ,that the writers
there and will be recognized-but these
t-ruths should be endued with a purer ha;ve taken a very one sided view -of
the matter, in question, and do not
and a diviner life.

/
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know enough of the whole subject to be by taking something from the rest, we
able to appreciate. entire truth, and the shall find that the rubber as a mass,
relation existing between the various will travel from the locality of greatest
parts of the complex matter· in hand.
quantity, toward ·that of the least, until
The soliition of the problem depends it has so adjusted itself that each ball
upon a clear conception of the nature is covered with a fil~ exactly equaling
and phenomena of evaporation, and of ·in tension that which surrounds every
those causes which, when once the other ball.
moisture is in the air, are competent to
What is true in the above case is alproduce condensation and so throw it so true in the soil, if we substitute
out.
grains of sand for balls, and films of
In the first place, it may safel.Y, be water for rubber. So we see that the
said that no forest can give to the air water in the soil continually moves ,
any more moisture than the air has from 1 the direction of greatest supply,
first given to the forest.
toward that of least, and is sometimes
In discussing the phe'nomena of traveling east, sometimes west, someevaporation we must take into account times up, and sometimes down, as local
that which takes place immediately at conditions vary. ,
the surface of the ground, and that m
The water which falls as rain, conwhich the water given to the air is tains very little impurity, save perhaps
brought from a considerable · depth in , carbon di oxide, and a small quantity of
the soil through the agency of plant ammonia, and hence, its solvent power
roots.
is, save in limestone regions, com.p ara/ If we examine the soil in,any region, tively slight. In passing through the
of ort.linary n.(ture, we shall find th:it upper layer of the soil however, it acit is always damp when we penetrate quires a supply of humic acid from the
it for a short distance below, though it decaying vegetation encountered, and
may be absolutely dry at the surface. so becomes active in disolving the minThis water in the soil, which may be eral ingredients of the ~oil, and is rapreferred to as "ground water," is con- idly charged witli mineral salts in
stantly in motion, and the direction of .solution.
its motion depends chiefly upon- fWC: Now as the water, thus laden, travels
' ,a_gencies, gravitation and su!'face ten- through the soil, it, of necessity, takes
s10n.
this material with it, and this fact,
Each particle of soil may be com- as we shall see, is, ot the utmost
pared to a ball surrounded by a film of importance in the problem under conrubber, in which the degree of tension· sideration. In a treeless region the
would depend upon the size of the ball ground water depends for its return to
and the amount of the sheet rubber air upon the multitudes of capillary
used in covering it.
tubes formed by the interstices between
If we conceive that we have a large the grains of soil, and through these it
number of such balls in contact, and travels to the surface, and is speedily
that each one has the power of adding evaporated, leaving behind it, any min.to the quantity of its ru6ber covering eral matter it contains. This will in
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time choke the capillary tubes and form the ·fine branching rootlets, which penia cement which will hold the surface trate the soil in all directions.
fra'g ments of the soil in a crust, as is
The water is taken into the tissues
oft.en seen in improperly cultivated of the plant, partly and perhaps wholly
fields.
by capillary attraction, (though it seems
When this crusting over takes place, hkely that the cells in some way
/it effectually puts a stop to any further contribute toward the accomplishment
vertical movement in the ground water of the task,) and is ultimately evaporof the locality, and almost entirely ated froi;n the leaves and bark, leaving
checks evaporation.
its mineral matter behind as a . contriW e should not, however, lose sight bution toward plc1nt growth. The proof the fact that in order that this con- cess ab9ve described is called transpirdition ol aftairs be brought about, the ation, and by its agency, vast quantities~vaporation of a large amount of water of moisture daily leave the soil, and
is an essential.
~enter the air. An acre ,ot pasture grass,
We have her_e assumed that evapo; - has been estimated to give off ro6 tons,
ation has taken place from the naked of water in 24 hours; and a fair sized
surface of the soil, as in a plowed field. elm to transpire 7 ¾ tons in r 2 hours.
Now let us consider the influence of
The chief difference in the history
vegetati9n.
ot the moisture transpir.e d hy the grass
If the reader will examine the con- blade, and by the elm, is that in the one
dition ot the soil of a grass plot, he ca~e the moisture has been secured
will find it to present radical differ- near the surface, and in the other from
ences from that of a ploughed field. considerable depths in the soil, but as
Prominent among these is the tact that in either case the water is brought to
there is no evidence of cementing the plant by virtu~ of surface tension,
among the surface particles, and hav- about the only conclusion we can draw
ing carefully ~tudied the phenomena . is that in the deeper p,1rts of the soi}
above described, one can only come to there must have been some circulation
the conclusion that the evaporation of water toward the elm.
from this region can not in the main be
Indeed it is extremely probable that
from the immediate surface of the soil· the forest as it uses water in transpiraInvestigation , has . shown us that tion secures a supply slightly at the explants depend upon the soil for a con- pense of the surrounding territory, but
siderable share of their nourishment, to just what extent this influence is efand also for the-water which fills out fective it is very hard to say.
The foregomg reasoning would seem·
their cells, and gives them the "well
to show that as a factor in returning moisfed" appearance, so easily distinguished
ture to the air, the forest has a slightly
from the wilted condition of
plant
larger share of work to do than has.
with insufficient wat_e r supply.
the open country, btit again when we
This water often obtain by means
consider the fact that the forei;t very
of delicate tubes, called root hairs, largely checks surface evaporation, by
which exist in great n_umbers on shading the ground, we shall find that

a
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• the two conditions practically balance.
It is now time to consider what effect if any the forest may . have , upon
the moisture in the air, that is we must
consider its importance as a promoter
of precipitiation.
The phenomena of condensation, by
change of temperature, have been too
fully discussed to need any attention
here, and it remains 6nly £or us to show
whether the existence ,of forest growth
is competent to produce these changes
in the upper strata 0f the atmosphere.
It is sometimes said that the forest
being cooler than the surrounding
regions, chills th!'! air above, and so
. pr0du·ces ram.
Now air is rat.her
notable for its diathermancy, especially
if rather dry, and it is chiefly heated
by convection. From this we see
that while the forest, if it possessed a
higher temp~rature than the surrounding country, might warm the afr above it
and so check conde~sation, it is scarcely
conceivable that it could materially
contribute to a cooling effect, especially
as the regions of clou<l formation are
hundreds of feet above its immediate
influence.
But it is by, no means certain that
the mean temperature of a forest is
, necessarily either above or below that
of an open plain. So many factors
have to be considered in the matt-er
that it is almost impossible to speak
with any degree of certainty concerning it.
The writer's own thermometric experiments have led him . to conclude
that the chances are quite as strongly
in favqr of a high, as of a low mean
temperature in a forested region. The
conditions. vary by day, and by night,
and also depend largely on the wind,

which though dependent for its exist.:
ence on changes in atmospheric density, still modifies local conditions of
temperature in; great degree. From the
foregoing considerations we may draw
the conclusion that at present we certainly have little or no scientific rea,s·on
for believing that the presence or absence of woodland can modify the
amount of precipitation, either in quantity or in distribution. It• is almost impossible to summon any statis_tical testimony worth having., as the custom of
registering rain fall is a thing of today,
and the memory of the "oldest inhabita~t" is perhaps a trifle . opei;i to question.
Observations taken in New York,
seem to indicate that the mean annual rainfall is the same now, as it was
early in the century. The writer in
traveling ·through a · Jarge deforest1td
area during the summer of 1897, found
that the ol_d est inhabitant had forgotten
all about the forest question, and was
ready to declare that no such rainy
se:ison had existed within the memory
of man. There was only one exception, and he was a young man who had
been educated in the modern high
school, and he said that, "It is a good
thing that all the wpods have been cut
away or we should be drowned out.','
Perhaps he was right.
When we consider such regions as
the Colorado plateau, at once deprived
both of ramfall and of luxuriant vegetation, where if trees could have produced rainfall, a desert would not be.
W l' are forced to wonder if it be not
true that as "The Sabbath wa~ made for
man, and not man for- t~e Sabbath,"
so are our forests the result and not
the cause of the , rains.
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the bodily movement resorted to, must
be one that has been previously exBY ANEILE WATSON.
ecuted at some time or other in our·
Is the life you live what it ought to be?
fives. Otherwise we could know nothAre· your aims so pure and true
ing whatever ot it and so a motor im'That the inner life which each must live
pulse presupposes the ability to . reIs a grand suecess to you?
member
some p,eviously performed
·PerhaP.S you've stood at some blessed s.h rine
action or in other words a previous
Whic;h was all that is good and fair
.And breathed the air with incense divine
motor sensation . • Now these previous
That helped you some task to bear.
motor sensations are just what wi:: se.All greatness that .Heaven and Earth can be- cured from judicious ,physical fraining
May be yours to win and to keep:
[stow
and they are of immense value in the
How dare you complain, whatever betide,
!Tis but weakness is shown when you weep. saving of time and energy.
Four reasons can l;>e given for makFor your life will be just what you make it,
ing as many as possible of our acts
It's not what you intend, but do,
'T hat moulds and sh.a pes a future
habitual: first, habitual actions are perWhich will give purest joy to y ou.
. formed with greater accuracy than
'There's an ever true witness within you
other actions;· sctcond, they_require less
That aids you to do what is right
me ntal effort and hence •save nervous
.And that watches keenly yet ki nd ly
energy; third, they are less fatiguing
'Till it leads you up to the light.
to the muscles than unfamiliar a~tions;
and fourth, they can be performed in
Phys.cal Training.
less time.
M. T, MAC ARTH UR.
In the next place, the individual who
Its relation to the d evelopm e nt of t he has a re serve of ·motor remembrances
is li kely to become a self reliant man.
mind.
I
At first glance, physical trainin g H e has become acquainted with all
:suggests to mo~t of us, only the de- possible actions and he knows that he
velopment of a fine physique, th e se- can a ccomplish that which the mind
-curing of larger muscles, more endur- devi sys, He soon realizes that he can
ance and more skill in th e perform- adjust himself to circumstances a,;nd
ance of feats of var ious kinds, and we master them.
In the third place, physical training
have a tend e ncy to completely overlook the relation that exists between makes possible a greater degree of atthis skill and the training that the will tention. Mental effort is most intense
received in attaining it, or the service when accompanied by some sort of
that it is goin g to render . to the will physical expression and moreover this
throughout life. By the t erm "will" physical effort itself is a powerful aid
in thi s brief article, we shall under- to the m emory. Mental development
sta~d merely the power of conce1vmg is effected by concentrating the attenan aim to be realized, an end to be tion a; d this concentration can best
s oug ht, and we know that this aim or occur in connection with some form ot
end invariably requires for its achieve- activity.
,ment some bodily movement or other,
In the last place, that education
which is usually termed a "voluntary ac- which gives us the best self control is
tion." This is the highest form of will ac- undoubtedly the only true education.
tivity. It becomes at once apparent that Physical training develops powers of
The · Inner Life.

'
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self-control, that without it, lie · dormant. It is the control that the trained
person has over · his own nerves and
muscles, coupled with his self-reliance
that enables him to perform feats of
skil\. The world needs men of definite purpose, men whQ possess energy
and who know how to use it judiciously. The highest results in these elirec. tion~ can be attained only when the
body is trained sq as to furnish a complete _ physical basis for vigorous
thought.

business of-ot magnifying, that his
principal increased his wages. In i"rati-•
tude, our clerk began to practice this
same art of--let us call it customerculture--on the principal himself.
Hopcsty, when it isn't too idiotically
honest, is always the best policy; and
John had always true business honesty.1
Though _perhaps, the soul of man -does
not sit in the stomach, there, surely is a
soul of the stomach, a genius formoney-making, an instict for Mammon>·
in every one ot us. This was by naJOHN BULLION.
ture strong in John and this alone · he
cultivated. While he was a very inA 5ocial Silhouette of the Era of Prose different entertainer , in society and
and J?roperty_:1815-1865.
never was the chum of anybody, he
About 1830. A human being built had a magnetic power over customers.
with the turnip as his ideal leans back Behind his counter he had always the
lazily in the elegant carriage. A coat right joke for the servant girl, just the
of arms with lions, pikes, lilies, and con:ect degree of servility to suit the
stars covers the door of the . carriage'. old' count, and exactly the quantity of
Four horses; liveree, with much of sombre respectfulne~s that the rector
gold, scraping, bowings. A larg~ flat expected. And all just at the delicate
( very flat) expa~se of masonry and customer-making degree. Had he said
square spaces of glass, heavy door with d~mn it, instead of dang it, th-e schoolbrass knocker, a servant at every cor- master would have changed his trade
ner, a labyrinth of halls and rooms to the man across ·the street. If he
with heavy dark furniture, curtains hadn't. played card, he would have lost
conscious of their dignity. and a dull the trade of all the military men in the
heavy atmosphere of riches pervading neighborhood. Had he even played
it all-this belong~ to, no this Is Lard ove-r a shilling limit, he would have
Courtgold.
been ruined by the professional gambHe began as a ·poor grocery clerk lers.
~elling herring and cheese to the factory
To be a successful money-maker in
men's wife in the "flourishing city" of an age like his one must study the
X. If he didn't learn to lie, it was not · large side of nature and the small side
the fault of the dear house wives who of man--especially the latter, though.
traded with him. ~hey nev~r spent a there are exceptions. When it comes,sixpence till they were convmced that to dollars and cents we are all plebeithey got a tuppence more than they ans; in trading we are all selfish; an,
paid for. Of this the clerk must con- unselfish act is never a bargain, and
vince them and still make profits for vice versa. The pedler !'ias a psycholhis employer. He got so smart in this ogy too, and like Bentham's it begins by
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asserting the unmitigated selfishness of spair he convinces himself that someman. So with John. He studied every what in that way men always feel
<lay the small, weak, selfish, prosaic, when they -are far up in · the seventh
plebeian side of life. This was all that heaven of · happiness.
He decides,
people showed to John. Thi'> was all however, that the seventh heaven
John showed to them of soul. His hasn't just the climate for him, so he
whole being centre.cl in one aspiration seeks the eight.- Dead and buried
--make money. And he made it.
though chivalry and titular nobility be,
Our friend succeeded. He artfully still their ghosts are here, a~d their
made an Amazon of property flow presence smack somewhat of the eternthrough his business; ~and still more al world. People have a sort of rever.artfully he managed to let a small frac- ence still for knights, dukes and earls;
tion of a percent, a very small fraction and certainly Sir John or Lord Court·of the total stream flow into his private gold sound better than plain Mr. John
-coffers.
So swift was the stream Bullion. Wouldn't it be the eight
and so colossal that as a result the small heaven to be called My Lord? So he
fraction amounted to millions. He was buys a title, enters politics, founds charrich.
itable institutions and moves · to the
He was rich and in the age in which ca pita], and his palace becomes "the
he was born, this meant that he was rendezvous of the most brilliant mem-called to be one of the Lords of the bers of the highest circle of society," a~
Earth. The world and all its glory was the 1,;ociety reporter says.
bis. Now what would he do with it?
But the Lord C0urtgold, whilom
What would he do with himself!' Mr. Bullion, how tares he n~w? Is he
Now he had the wherewithal.
Now happy? Has he found his sphere?
let him live! Alas!
He did not Yes and no. Still a human soul in him
know what life is. He had so culti- moves uneasily at times and finds the
vated the possessive impulses and ,i deas whole world empty, but material gifts
that he had only rudiments of others. and long training has developed in him
And yet, such is the unperishable no- finally an eminently respectable stubility of the human soul, that he would pidity that digests dinners and incumnot be satisfied with ledger and profits. bers mattres8es cheerfully. Draw a
He must needs be something better horizontal line below his eyes. He is
,than merely rich. His wife makes her- awake only below that line.
·self a pincushion for diamonds, he
yawns through operas that he enjoys
less than the rumbling of his machinery,
his girls torture piano and talk of a
certain shadowy forefather who was a
duke, his servants and all beggars lift
Children's Interests,
the caps--but still does he live? Well,
The interests of children can ; no
he thinks so, Qopes so; certainly feels longer be ignored. If one's educationsufficiently bored and stupid for most al creed compels him to consider them
anything. 'fo save himself from de- the result of original sin, and therefore

•
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to be "g;on agins:t ," still he must know tion. E\'ery description of Greek and'
what they are, or he may be wickedly Latin vegetable was got off the dryest
favoring them through ignorance.
twigs of boys, under the frostiest cirI
lf, however, the inter.est of the child cumstances. '
is made the basis upon which hi5 edu"This was all very pleasant and incation is to rest, education being simp- genious, but the system of forcing was
ly a direction of intere!'ts in their attende d with its usual disadvantages ..
natural lines of development toward There was not the right taste about the·
· broader and nobler ones, then scientific premature productions, and
they
study in this line becomes the most didn't keep well."
important of all lines , for it must diA good test of any kind of instrucrectly influence all intelligent work in tion, as to its timeliness and fitness to,
the school room.
' children's inte,rests, is to find out
Children's interests may be studied whether it "keeps well." If the' story
in the following ways: .
or the 1esson is reproduced a ,month
I. · Spontaneous rema_
r ks.
after it is given, both the points re2. Spontaneous . questions.
When , membered, and the points forgotten
the mechanism of discipline prevents · will be a revt:lation to the teacher.
spontaneous remarks and questions,, Swedenborg talks about committinK
the teacher is in danger of being to memory as distinguished from "comblinded to the real state of affairs in mitting to life." Those points only
which lie within the lines of the child's
the souls of her pupils.
interests
are -ever committed to life.
3. Original definitions.
A child
c. What stories or books children
asked to tell what a thing is informal- say they like.
ly, mention~ those characteristics which
This is a somewhat <l:n unscientific test,.
have impressed him, and unless these
though manitestly ' genuine expression
have bee n made the subject of formal
of likes and dislikes may be useful.
instruction, they are the characteristics
. 6. Ideals.
in which he is most interested.
If we can •secure honest expressions.
4. Drawings. Young children often
of what a pupil would like to possess
re'veal more of their intereiits in drawand what he would lij{e to becofl1e,
ing than- in word pictures.
we have the key to his estimate of
5. Stories ..
value.
a. . Original stories.
In this N ORMALIA, references are sugb. Reproduced stories.
gested on the first thr:ee methods alone.
You remember Dr. Blimber's estab- The February NoRMALIA will take uplishment in Dombey and Son. Dick- specifically children's interests in literet;ts describes this_as "a great hothouse, ature. For this month, after readingin which "there was a forcing apparatus Prof. Barnes's study, try the same list
incessantly at work. All the boys blew of words with your own school and
before their time. Mental green peas compare notes.
were produced at Christmas, and inREFERENCES.
tellectual asparagus all the year round.
Mathematical gooseberries ( very sour
Perception Des Enfants.-Alfred
ones too) were very common at un- Binet. Revue Philosophique, Decemtimely seaso'ns, and from mere sprouts ber,, 1890. Reviewed in Pedagqgi.c al
of bushes under Dr. Blimber's cultiva- Seminary.
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A Study of Children's Interests.Earl Barnes. Studie.s in EducatiQn.
Leland Stanford. No 6.
A Comparative Study on Children's
Interests.-Edward R. Shaw. Child
Study Monthly, July-August No., 1896.
The same fine of investigation is followed in the three studies just mentioned. ·
The Study of Children's Interests.. . Elmer E. Brown.
Transactions Illinois Society. Vol.
1, No. 2.
ADDITIONAL REFERENCES~

Page 8 of Symbolic Education.Susan Blow.
Essay on Interest and Will.-Dr.
Dewey. . Second Supplement, First
· Herbartian Year Book.
Read some autobiography, and then
make an outline of the directions in
which the individqal is interested, noting the changes made by the years.
' The follow'i ng ten book5 are suggested for such work.
1.
A New England Girlhood:- Lucy Larcom.
2. A Boy's Town'.- W. D. Howells.
3._ Story of My Life.-George Ebers.
4. Autobiography of Leigh H{int,
5. Story of My Life.-Augustus
Hare.
6. Records ot a Girlhood. -Fanny
Kemble.
7. Autobiography of Martin Luther ..
8. My Sc~ools and Schoolmasters.
-High Miller.
. 9. Convent Life'.-George Sand.
IO.
C~ildhood, Boyhood and Youth.
-Tolstoi.
There is no lack of ability to apply
knowledge, on the part of the small
boy fn the model school who wrote the
following paper.
He has just come into the possession
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of the fact that "bi" means two, and
"circum" around, and of the knowledge
of a f w Latin roots.
He was asked to bring in three sen- ,
t½nces containing words formed with
the prefix "bi," and three, with "circum."
The following was the result:
I. The piece of wood ,was bifacial.
2. The mail was biliteral today.
3. The tribe was bilingual now when
those new ones came.
I. , The road was circumflex now
when they fixed it.
2. The ball went circumfusion dowri
the road.
_,. The grain was circumfused on
the g round.
Every sentence was alive to him.
The first sentence meant "an old, flat,
shingle with two face!!," and the
second, "th ere were two letters in
the ma il," the third, that "the,: tribe
talked two languages." ,The last three
sentences were so intensely motor
that the rnea!ling was ·e vident without,
tmtl :er child study.

,~WNmffl
I

* SOCIETIES; *
\

At the last meeting nf th e Literary
society, Mr. Sperry was elected president and Miss Whiting vice-president.
Both are active work ers in the society
and with Mr. Hawley as secretary we
predict that the organization will receive a new impetus.
We are pl ~ased tu note the growth of
the society since September ; over fifty
new membe rs. The soc ie ty is now
large enou~h to do good wo rk; but we
see no good reason why o ur school
can not support two or three similar
organizations. 'Tis true th e most of
our students have plenty to do ; but,
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it is also noticeable that those who
have the heaviest programs are the
most actively engaged in such •work.
Education does not consist in learning
•
a great number
of facts; but, rather in
being a~le to apply the kJ1owledge
•which one P<?Ssesses. Such - an opportunity is afforded by a debating club or
similar org anization anq we hope that
the students will consider this suggestion and act accordingly.
Hon. Mr. Pattee, dean of the law department of the state university, visited
the Normal December 20, and, as
usual, he left with us some very good
thoughts. His remarks were quite
brief, but they conveyed a world of
truth and in the main were as follows:
"God's great plan is well designed
and in it there is nothing superfluous;
, consequently every human being is
created for a purpose, and that purpose is GI aid in the fulfillment of the
Divine plan; and, how ~ ell the plan is
carried out depends upon the manner
in which each individual plays his part
in the great drama of life.
"Influence in its ever widening onward sweep is so far reaching in its
effects as to be hardly comprehensible
by the finite m-ind. It may be divided
into two classes, intentioni}l and unintentional, of which the latter is the
stronger. In the daily routine of life,
this influence_is being felt by those
with whom we come in contact and
upon their minds there is being written
our records which may be closed or
disclosed to the world at their option. Then trom a selfish ·s tandpoint
it behoves us that those records be
honest and ot such a character as
would cause us no chagrin should they
be disclosed. But, from a communal
point of view, ought we not, as teachcrs, to be doubly careful of our influ-

ence when we realize how much depep. ds, for weal or woe, upon our lives?Further, children are not easily deceived and it is what one really is that
influences and not what one pretends.
to be or what others may think he is.
Thus the course of human life may b~
changed as easily in youth; as the
course of a river may !;>e changed by
changing the course of the rivulet.
Noble aspirations and lofty purposes are essential to true manhood
and noble womanhood: and, trom such
there shall sweep such waves ~f influence a~ shall tend to make the world
better and aid in the accomplishment
of God's great plan.
'

.'.

ALUMNI.

The alumni re-union held in the
•
parlors of the Windsor hotel on Tuesday evening, Dec. 28, '97, was a very
enjoyable affair. Members of classes
from 1872 to 1897 were present. The
class 1872 was represented by Dr.
T. J. Gray of the State university ,
who ~ppeared first on the program. In
his address , Dr. Gray showed his inter~st in and affection tor the St. Cloud
· normal school, and said many things
that were inspiring to the members of
the alumni present.
I wish every
graduate and under-graduate of the
school could have heard him.
President Kleeberger spoke next.
He said that though his connection
with the school was recent his acquaintance with it began when Miss Lawren.ce became a member of the faculty
and was strengthened by his acquaintance with Professor Ira Moore in the
San Jose Normal school. In a very
pleasant manner President Kleeberger·
gave as usual, a number of good practical suggestions to the alumni.
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Mr. H. W. Shrowyer '94, '96 followed
and after some reminiscences made a
motion to the effect that the alumni
telegraph its greetings to Mr. Shoemaker. The motion was seconded by
Miss Mary E. Ross '97, and carried unanimously. Mr. P. P. Colgrove, '93 as
presid~nt of the association sent the
telegram.

•
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Which is best Zim, Palm or (Palmer)
· Go(u.)ld?
·
Why of course Harry, the women of
the 17th century do not work now.
They are dead.

New students would have no diffic.ulty in falling in with the ways of · the
institution 'if they would follow the exWe are looking forward now to the am pie of the Juniors and Seniors.
next re-union which will be at comMr. G.-What did you say about
mencement time, or the opening of the
Miss L?
next school year. Notice will be given
Mr. A.--1 said she was a peachirene
in this paper when the meeting is to
(Peach-Irene.)
-o ccur.
Boys wishing to use the gymnasium
Miss _ Lulu Skinner - '94 who will be
during the period set apart for the
remembered as one of the best singers
y 9ung ladies, may do so by changing
we have ever had is rece1vmg recog,11their name--Henrietta for example.
tion as a singer in Elgin, lll., where
she is teaching.
Miss S.--Where is the tenor? I
Miss Kathe.rine McMurdy '97, pleas- think the tenor is very pretty.
Boys in frontseat raising their hands
antly entertained at her home in Min--'Here
I am.
neapolis, members of the class of '97
and of the faculty, on Tuesday atterProf. in Geometry-Miss C-s, please
noon bee. 28, '97.
state a proportion.
Miss C-s-The dinner I eat is to the
one I should eat as I is to 2.

~3

.j PERSONALS & LOCALS
- ~~
Be dignifie~I.
Everybody should skate.

Don't smile Ed., someone might see
you.

Mr. _S-y-I read ,that a man never
receives new ideas after he is thirty.
Prof.-Are you receiving any new
ideas?
Pupil-The most important part of
man is his head.
The E.G. class are very proud of their
carol (Carrol) and holly (Hawley.)

Prof. in physics-Mr; G-1. will you
Dec. 2r-An A. E. pickle under the
please blow the door shut? The door
E. G.'s feet.
was closed.
There are 73 young ( ?) ladies stayScience: Oh, that is a woman's
ing at the home.
reason! Ev.e rything must be in your
Many of the city teachers visited the permanent note books. Learn how to
handle the crawfish.
Normal the week before vacation.
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Mr. H.-Why wouldn't it do for an are not well acquainted with such rules
•
I
animal to have two heads, an amerior we would &uggest that they consult.
and a posterior.
"Old Hughes."
Miss B :- Too much opposit10n.
EVOLUTION.

Miss jerrard gave the E. G. class a
very pleasant surprise ' by teaching the
reading lesson,· "The ~hree Bears,"
herself. We are sure this did us much
more good than if one of us had had to
plod our way through it.

"Evolution," quoth the monkey,
Makes all mankind our kin;
There's no chance at all about it, '
Tails we lose and heads they win. '
-Truth.

Beware of every man who is honest
only because it is his best policy.-Ex.

One of the A. E. boys was on his
Many a man who congratulates himknees in front of the Home, · Friday
self upon having his daughters off his
evening, Dec. 17th.
Beginning with .the winte; term th'e hands finds his troubles have only be"Ever Greens," or so-called E. G .s gun, as the worst is to keep their husdropped a number of their members, bands on their feet.
said members taking work in other
classes.
Many former students of the Normal called to see us during Xmas time.
An;iong these we noticed Misses Myrtle Tart,, McMahon, Ross, Sutton,
Rabischung, Enderle, Haley.
' Dr. A. D. Whiting, the specialist,
has a card m this issue.
The mos,t delicate and sensitive of
all the organs and at the same time the
most abused and neglected, is the eye.
If your eyes are troubling you in any
way, go at once and consult a skillful
optician. In other words call on Clark
Bros. Eyes tested free.

In "Old Hughes" for December is
an article on "Basket Ball," including
' the rules of the game. If our teams

-

School Education for December, 1897.
The December issue of SCHOOL EDUCATION is
one of the most attractive n~mbers its enterprising publishers have ever offered. The material is peculiarly appropriate for tbe Christmas season and it will be most useful to moth-ers and teachers.
The design of the number is to add another
tie to bind the mother and the teacher to the
loving heart of childhood, it is devoted to
Child-Studv and Christmas.
We note from the contents: "The Present
Status of Child-Stu.dy ," by S.S. Parr; "Development of Language in Children," by Hiram
W. Slack; "A Picture Study-St. Anthony of
Padua," by Bonnie E . Snow; "The Status of
Child-Study in Minneapolis Public School," by
Alice M. Cooley; ' "Child-Study in Normal
Schools," by Isabel Lawrence, StuartH.Rowe,
D. H. Roberts; "A Whittier Exercise," l.,y Ella.
Marie Powers; "The Suicidal Mania," by J.C.
Bayer. The beautiful Bouguereau Madonna.
"Innocence" adorns the front _c over page, and
many exquisite Christmas illustrations and pietures of child life embellish other pages. Christmas poetry and music especially appropriate for
the month, and for this number in particular,
add charm to the text.
·
Every home atid circle should have this number. Price 15c, SCHOOL EDUCATION COJ\.£PANY,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

THE NORMALIA.

The December Oracle, Hamline Uni- other pleasant features on the Wisconvers1ty, came out in holiday attire. It' sin Central.
contained a number of excellent arti]As. C. PoND, G. P. A.,
tf.
Milwaukee, Wis.
cles.

·-

5ee Our Line of

A Pleasant Feature

Is the dining and cafe car service, serv- ,
ing a la carte meals, attached to Fast
,Trains running from Minneapolis and
St. Paul to Milwaukee, Chicago and
Eastern and Southern Points, via the
Wisconsin Central Lines. Your nearest ticket agent can tell you pbout

The Celebrated.

Tennis Shoes
For ' tt,e ''Ciyn,,''
-.AT-

PRICE'S,

•

ClotlJing
... and 51Jo~s.

"ON,EITA" Uf4.ION,

Suits can be had in all g-rades at :F'R.ANK :F' AN DEL'S.
"Oneita" Union Suits, heavy fleeced, at 50c. Thompson Glove Fining Corsets.
A full line of Warner's Corsets, and the best Corsets in America, "The
Flexibone." We sell a full line of Wertheimer Kid Gloves, all guaranteed in all
the new shades. Ladies' Silk and Wool Mittens. But in Dress Goods is where
we hold the balauce of power, we have· undoubtedly the largest stock in the
city. For the holidays you can find a full line of fancy work materials and
stamped goods, Down Cushions, all sizS'.s and coverings for s~me. Fur Collaretts and Muffs, Silk Mo,c ha and Woolen Mittens.
·

FRAN:K

FANDEL.

Sponges, Perfumes,
Hair Brushes,
Tooth Brushes and Full
Line Druggist Sundries.
~©41, ~1t. Q®l1'll'iijl~i1Jil ~i v

~r~ei.&H fa\ikit~l!'ilii@Jlil 1t@

0

~t.

!f'lijys i'l::i~Jlil,? !f'll'~~eiririli@Jlil~.

@H@M~ •

•
Establishment,

In Bonny Scotland a Competent Man will look after my

-------•►Tailoring

And all Orders will be Carefully and Promptly Executed.

JALl:ES Ll:. ERO"W":r-I.
~ TQ) §
~ ~ · F IT2) §
~ fM. ,~
Y J?' ~~Lr\\ ~~J.6~4 - ~~

The
the. city to obtain
themo!lly
1s atplace
.........in
,. ......
522 ST. GEBMAilf STREET.

Finest in Quality, Pure and Un- - excelled. - , -

COTTER'S" CANDY KITCHEN.

THE NORMALIA.

.ooasa~~2s200~
~

DB. D. Il. WJIIIJG,
Ear, Eye, Nose and Throat. · PALA.CE
SLEEPING

PA.LA.CE
DINING
CA.RS,
AND
MEALS
FA.M.ILY
SERVED
TOURIST
A .LA CARTE.
CA.RS.

Office over Molitor's Drug Store.
S_t. Cloud,
Minn.

JOHN COATES,
I
.........,_... ,

I

I

I

I

I

............._._.................,_...................... ...,._.......

LIVERY AND OMNIBUS STAHLES..

'
Passenger Trains
leave as follows: ,

First Street So., Opposite West Hotel.

Special Bates to Students.

GOING WEST.

Best Livery in the City . .
Buses Make all Trains.

:JSensen JSrotbers,

i~r:: ~roceriest

s

'.rhrough service between St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Helena, Butte, Spokane, Seattle and Portland .
Connections. at western terminal for Kootenai
country, Oregon and California points, Alaska,
Japan and China. Connections at Twin Cities for
points east and south.

GOING EAST.

No.lE:x:Sunday 11.05am. No.2E:x:Sunday 4.10pm
No.3daily7.00pm .
No.4dail}.'11,06au .
No.lllExSundayWillmar No. 8 daiiy 4.50am.
at 2.00pm.
No. 6 arrives 3:50 p. m .
No. 5 11:10 a. m.
No.lllarrives from WillNo.7 dally 10.23 pm.
mar 11.00 am. ExSun.
No. 128 way freight Sandstone 7:00 am.
No. 127, from Sandstone arrives 3:30 p. m.

No. 8 run• via Clearwat;er.
No. 128 makes connections at Milaca
for West Superior and Duluth, arr!Tlng·Duluth at 1:15 p . m .

. • . a;ooo a;oooe ano '.!Low l)ricce •••

$1, (!lou~. !!Dinn.

117 51b R~enue Soutb,

.JOlNl iHl ~ ~iHllUJ I\~ ~IHI E~p
-DEALER I N -

Jj00ts •

a,n,'1, •

Thr- Great No,,.thern offers spec-ial in'!ucements,
in the ,cay of e,et>-a coaches, /or Normal students .
Depot located in center of city.

Information as to

time of connections and rates of fare will be

§111,ectJ.

promptly furnished. on application. Call on or
address

611 ST. GERMA1~~ -S1.REET.
~Repairing Neatly Done.

H. R. NEIDE, Agenl.

McDDN""LD & OJNEILL. STUDENTS GO!
PROPRIETORS OP

Livery and City Hack Stables.
· Hacks and Rigs Furnished on all Occasions.

09-111

¥

Pifth Avenue South,

Y-Y-¥ ¥

¥

¥

•

St. Cloud,Minn.

'V''Y-VVV~

If your subscription is due please

411

pay it and save a dun. This applies only ◄
tit to subscribers ':"ho are not in school.J◄
~

.............

-'1'0-

~

Swanson's
Steam Laundry,
AUO, SWANSON, Prop.

Low :Prices.
~ood Work .•
Special ~ates to Studei;,t5.
114 5th Ave. S.

St. Cloud, Minn.

IF YOU WISH TO
MEET WITH GOOD MEAT
GO TO .. .

R

u

I(raen1er's NIeat ~farket
WHERE THEY ..
METE IT OUT DAILY.
!EirKansas City Beef a Specialty.

N

s

Through Cars to

--

Latest News read -

ST.PAUL

◄~

If you want the

MINNEA.POLI!'

FARGO
GRAND FORKS
andWINN IPEf-1

TO--

THE

HJilLENA
BUTTE
SPOKANE

SAINT
CLOUD

!

TA.VOMA.

·······~··········~...._...........

: Pullman
Sleeping Oa.r,
llllega.nt
~
Dining Cari;
t'rourist
~
Sleeping Cari:
~

SEATTLE
PORTLAND

~

"'9,;-lll:AJ1111 4

;111r~-•:4<...4-~

'i'iME S CHEDULFJ~
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I
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I
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I

I
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I

►

i e -? TO.

Bt. Paul ... ...... •4:30pm" ••••• t8:80am.- .••••• •7:()(,pn,
Minneapolis .... 6:10 ......... :l:GO
........ 7:40
St Cloud......... 7:22 ........11:22 ......... lC:36
Little Fal11 ... ,.. S:16pm •••• ,. 12;20pm ••••••• 11:40alll
Brainerd .., ... ,.
1:66

DAILY

and"' ..

&0.tllQ

WEEKLY.

Best and finest equipped
~ , J J ) B OFFICE

In the Northwest.

.II.A.ST,

Brainerd,
t12:15pm
Little Falla....... •Z:10 am ...... 1:15
........ •2:lUi,n:
St Cloud .......... !.:16
•••••• 2.15
......... 1:•12
.Mlnneapol!a ..... 7:00
...... 4:30
......... 4:10
St. Pauf............ 7:25am ...... 5:05
., ....... 4·30
•Dally vla Staples.
tExcept Sunday via Brainerd.
Through tickets tu Japan and China, vis
Tacoma and Northern Pacific Steamship Co
For Information, Time c,.rds, Maps.• and
Tickets, call on or write E. WOLFSilERG
Agent, or
CHAS. S. ll'EE.
OAn'l Pau. &.Ticket Agent, 8t. Paul :,:En , .
Way Fre!ght: E . 12:50 p.m.: W. 11:15 a .m

rs:;~;;:;;~-;;-~~~A;;;:~;7;;;;;;;~:,
~

i~
◄

5th and St; Peter Streets, St. Pa1ul, Minn.

*

*

BOOKS,
*
SCHOOL SUPPLIES,

~ STATIONERY,
ENGRAVING & STAMPING,

l@""Liberal discount from publisher's prices.~

◄ \Vrite us for catalogue and prices before placing order.

f

t

f

•
(Mention this paper.) •
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Ilil~ THE

BIG BOSTON,

CASH DEPARTMENT STORE, ST. CLOUD.

li~

li~

~~~~0~0~00~0~0

I'I~

,~
,~

~tit Going Out ofand
the Crockery, Glassware, Tinware, China ware ~1~
Household Hardware Business.
~~

~~

~~

In fact al) Goods in our Up-stairs Department must now g o w ith out reserve a t ~1~
some price, preparatory to putting other lines in their place.
\ ~

/.t~
l.t~
l.t~
~
/.t~

lil~
lil~

A ST~AIGt{T Ot4E... t{Al.tF CUT

'~

~1~
~~

Has been made on all Crockery Dinner Sets-to close them with a rush. Our fine ~ ~
Chinaware has been divided into lots to close it entirely out. Your choice now 4 , 8, ~,~
IJ ~ 10, 12, 15 and 20c, according to grades. Many of the articles have been cut to 1/a • •
• • of former price. Lamps, Silverware, nothing held in reserve. A genuine a nd Bona ~ ~
~ ~ Fide Closing Out Sale of these goods. This is your grand opportunity. Come at

~t

'I~
\fl

~t

@nee while assortment is good.

H, FRINK&: COMPAN.YJ Tile Low Price Regulators.
'-'.•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•L•,,,,,,•L•L•L•'•'•L•~
~~-c:=-e~,c.eec-e~-ee-eee~e-eee~e-e-ee~e-e,s

·.- - - - - DON'T FAIL TO READ
that we are still

I

i

Closing Out

i-~~
I
I
• TilAt_ _ _,., , . . . , , . . . , . . . . . . . . . , ~.,

II
I

Special Pri<:es to Norn:,als.

--

26 Fl.fth .A1'e, South.

I
L~------_J
;

our entire Stock at

* ·

20 Pett Cent
Diseoont.

*

(Excepting Black Worsted Suits at)

Io Per Ceot Discouot.

